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On Time Travel
According to an ancient diplomatic tradition based on a non-linear understanding
of time's progression, an immortal establishment preserves humanity despite its
many transgressions because, at any one period, there exists a group of select
individuals who, being of aware their higher purpose in life, lead by example and
guide humankind in the direction of a golden future.
Being founded on a non-linear understanding of time's progression it is that same
tradition that makes the process of time travel into the future illuminating and
practically possible by eﬀortlessly overcoming the constraints of space.
Dr. Jacques Fabrice Vallée, venture capitalist, computer scientist and codeveloper of Arpanet from the French intelligentsia, wrote: “It is one of the
ironies of history that people who live through a revolution are least likely to
understand it. Nor do we realize where it comes from, where it is taking us, and
where the various currents within it find their roots.”
Since those that live through time are least likely to understand it, could there
then be a way of traveling and apprehending the past, the now and the future
better than going beyond time? Is there anything that truly transcends time other
than the timeless symbol, ritual or tradition? Aren’t the insiders of the timeless
the best time travelers that have ever existed?
Take your time and enjoy our new issue. The Intelligentsia. is here to enlighten
and to enrich. We wish you a delightful slow read!

Tofig Husein-zadeh
Executive Editor
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